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Proudly Swedish, at Primus, we’ve been engineering outdoor
stoves since 1892. Because of our expertise, and love of the

outdoors, we have a very simple mission–to empower adventures
of any size through the innovations we create. This

makes our products a natural choice for nature loving, outdoor
people who appreciate reliable quality that lasts.

Through Swedish engineering,
innovation and love for the

outdoors we empower adventures
– Anywhere, anytime for anybody.

WHO WE ARE
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TrEkking
*

Engineered for those adventurers with a bit more 
of an ambitious backcountry goal. Our fuel efficient 
Trekking range ensures quick, fresh-brewed coffee 
and hot meals however long your trail is.

Low in fuel consumption, high in efficiency.
Compact and light in backpacks.
Easy to use and offers soot-free cooking.

EXpedition
*

Designed and built to preform in extreme  
conditions, our Expedition range takes pride  
in reliability. Offering quality without  
compromise, these stoves are easy to run  
and maintain, ensuring hot and sustaining  
food is always within reach. 

Easy-to-use, easy-to-maintain.
Suitable in extreme environments (hot + cold).
Durable.
Built for gas and liquid fuels.

CAMPFIRE
*

Our Campfire range is especially designed with 
adventures of a smaller nature in mind. From 
woodland forage to beachside BBQ, these are stoves 
that bring culinary delight to the great outdoors. 

Light enough to carry in one-hand.
Big enough to feed family and friends.

FREEDOM TO 
EXPLORE WHATEVER 

YOUR ADVENTURE 

Because, big or small, food is the fuel 
of every great adventure and we’ve 
engineered stoves to suit all needs.

* This symbol helps you decide which stove.
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The Ignition Steel is the optimal way of starting a fire or  
lighting a stove in all weather conditions. These lighters are  
water-resistant and excel in wet conditions–even rain and snow. 

IGNITION STEEL
Article number:  
Large: P-741250 Ignition Steel Large Black, P-741260 Ignition Steel Large Barn red, 
P-741270 Ignition Steel LargeBlue, P-741280 Ignition Steel Large Tangerine 
Small: P-741210 Ignition Steel Small Black, P-741220 Ignition Steel Small Barn red, 
P-741230 Ignition Steel Small Blue, P-741240 Ignition Steel Small Tangerine

Our most compact open fire grills to date. Made from stainless 
steel, the sturdy legs and solid design are ideal for use with the 
included grill grate, stainless steel pots and pans, or skewers for 
direct flame grilling. The compact, flat-folding format makes it 
easy to transport in the included bag, so you’re always ready to 
cook at the campfire.

AERIL
Article number:  
P-741350 Aeril Large, P-741340 Aeril Small

Nothing beats the feeling of a campfire–flickering flames,  
the sound of wood crackling. However, in many places an  
open fire is impossible as it would damage the ground. The 
Kamotos are the perfect solution as portable fire pits for  
leave-no-trace campfires.

Kamoto
Article number:  
P-738061 Kamoto Large, P-738060 Kamoto

Cooking over an open fire is more than just preparing  
a hot meal–it’s the experience of dancing flames, a  
specific taste and smell, and cozy warmth. The  
OpenFire Pans allow you to enjoy your open fire while 
preparing your next meal.

openfire pan
Article number:  
P-738051  OpenFire Pan Large, P-738050 OpenFire Pan Small

includes 
grill grateGather your friends and family and #getoutcookout with products 

from Campfire product selection.

CAMPFIRE PRODUCTS: OPEN FIRE

TangerineBarn redBlack Blue

Compact, flat- 
folding format.

Grate is height adjustable.

Made from 
stainless steel.

Perfect size 
for four burgers.

Wind protection sides. 

Ashtray ground protection. 

Powder-coated steel 
frame folds flat.
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CAMPFIRE PRODUCTS: STOVES

Kinjia

Enjoy the best of a backyard BBQ in the great outdoors, this 
portable, gas-run grill fits into the back of your car for brats at 
the tailgate, salmon at the beach or steak at the campground.

Kuchoma
Article number:  
P-440070 Kuchoma, P-741120 Hose with adaptor, P-741100 Bag

Article number:  
P-350111 Kinjia 

SOLD SEPARATELY

»Hose with adaptor« 
to run on tanks and 
cylinders with P.O.L   

connections
 

A light, streamlined two-burner stove 
designed to be stowable, portable and 
easy-to-carry.

tupike
Article number:  
P-350121 Tupike Stove Piezo, P-350131 Tupike Stove Kit Piezo

The Tupike has the capacity to feed large groups, yet is light and 
compact enough to bring almost anywhere.

profile
Article number:  
P-329085 Profile, 3P-329085 Profile Dual

A popular classic! Robust and durable, there is room for large 
pots and frying pans on two separate adjustable flames.

Side windscreens.

Griddle included.

Removeable drip tray.

Foldable steel legs.

Oak laths and wood  
trimmed metal handle.

Horizontal burner tube.

Hood seals in heat.

Wood trimmed metal handle.

Non-stick grill grate.

Foldable steel legs.

Removable pot support  
and drip tray.
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TREKKING: STOVE SETS

Lite+ sets a new standard for compact all-in-
one stoves, this integrated pot and stove is 
ideal for one pot meals for solo adventurers.

Lite +
Article number:  
P-356006 Lite+™ Black, P-356010 Lite+™ Dark Olive

The perfect solution for carrying a lightweight all-in-one 
stove solution that cooks enough for two.

Lite XL
Article number:  
P-356011 Lite XL™

essential stove set 
Article number:  
P-351031 Essential Stove Set 2.3L™, P-351030 Essential Stove Set 1.3L™ 

The Essential Stove Set is the apex of simplistic design and 
maximum cooking capacity with an integrated pot and stove  
set that is easy-to-use.

primetech stove set 
Article number: 
P-351033 PrimeTech Stove Set 2.3L,   
P-351030 Essential Stove Set 1.3L

The award-winning PrimeTech Stove Set  
provides the most simple, efficient way to  
enjoy hot meals anywhere in a lightweight  
and packable unit. 

Dark 
OliveBlack

Fast and easy set-up.
Detachable pot gripper.

Two anodized aluminum 
scratch-resistant pots.

Storage bag included.

Transparant lid with  
integrated collander.

Hard-anodized  
aluminum scratch- 

resistant pot.

Insulated storage bag included.

Windscreen with 
integrated burner.

Transparant lid with  
integrated collander.

Lid reduces cooking time and 
secures all parts in place. 

Heat resistant sleeve.

Optional coffee press to make 
two cups of fresh coffee or tea.

Laminar flow burner.

All parts plus 100-gram gas 
cartridge pack together.

Laminar Flow Burner

Triangular Joint 
Connection secures the 

pot with a twist.
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TREKKING: STOVES & LANTERNS

Firestick / Firestick TI
Article number:  
P-351160 Firestick,  P-351190 Firestick TI

This unique sit on-top stove silhouette was 
developed to challenge how a compact, 
top-mounted stove should look and was 
designed to occupy as little space as possible, 
without compromising function or quality. 

Classic trail stove
Article number:  
P-224383 Classic Trail™ 

A simple, durable and classic outdoor stove 
for those who wish to enjoy good food in 
the great outdoors. 

Micron Stove
Article number:  
P-321454 MicronTrail Stove, P-321455 MicronTrail Stove Piezo

Both lightweight and ultra-compact stove with 
a narrow, high speed flame that is more wind 
resistant.

Express spider
Article number:  
P-328485 Express Spider™

The Express Spider is one of the lightest 
hose-mounted gas stoves available and a 
perfect alternative to any top-mounted 
gas stove.

Micron Lantern
Article number:  
P-221383 Micron Lantern™

The Micron Lantern is a compact, lightweight 
and durable lantern that provides light and 
warmth when you need something compact, 
lightweight and durable.

Wool sleeve and piezo 
igniter included.

Pot support provides wind 
and burner protection.

A narrow flame fits small pots well 
and works better in windy conditions.

No protuding parts 
when folded makes it 

easy to pack.

The pot support closes neatly 
with a click mechanism.

NEW

NEW

essential trail stove
Article number:  
P-351110 Essential Trail Stove,  P-351150 Essential Trail KIT

Named the Essential Trail Stove because our belief 
that this stove will become an important and essential 
product for both camping novices and experienced 
outdoor cooks.

Valve allows for precise 
flame adjustment.

No foldable parts – always ready 
to use.

Laminar Flow Burner.

Pot support wind protection.
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EXPEDITION: STOVES FUEL: GAS & BOTTLES

Omnilite TI
Article number:  
P-321989 OmniLite™ Ti with Silencer, P-321987 OmniLite™ Ti 

Constructed to handle the most demanding situations and 
environments, this stove is reliable and robust, in a smaller, 
lighter and much more fuel-efficient footprint. 

Omnifuel
Article number:  
P-328990 OmniFuel™ 

An extremely robust, reliable and powerful 
stove designed to handle demanding  
situations, extreme altitudes and both high 
and low temperatures.

power gas

The most versatile blend of gas, delivering 
excellent power from spring to fall with 
versatility that makes it suitable for situa-
tions where the weather and temperature 
conditions are uncertain.

Article number: 
P-220293 Power Gas 450g, 
P-220793 Power Gas 230g, 
P-220693 Power Gas 100g  

winter gas

Vapour Mesh™ innovation–a highly 
absorbent paper inside the canister that 
keeps pressure higher, making the stove 
run better in colder temperatures.

Article number: 
P-220273 Winter Gas 450g,
P-220773 Winter Gas 230g  

Windscreen and pot supports 
are made of titanium.

OmniLite Ti works with gas, gasoline/petrol, diesel, 
kerosene/paraffin, and even aviation fuel.

Fuel bottle, ErgoPump™, a multi-
tool with a cleaning needle, foldable 
windscreen, heat reflector included.

OmniFuel works with gas, gasoline/petrol, diesel, 
kerosene/paraffin, and even aviation fuel.

Fuel bottle, ErgoPump™, a multi-tool with cleaning 
needle, windscreen, heat reflector included.

Article number:  
P-737929 Red 1.5L/50.7oz, 
P-737928 Red 1.0L/33.8oz, 
P-737927 Red 0.6L/20.3oz, 
P-737926 Red 0.35L/12oz  
  

Fuel Bottles

Ultralight fuel bottles  
made from seamless,  
extruded aluminum with  
a lacquered inside that  
give the bottles better 
protection. 
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PREPARATION: POTS, PANS & KETTLES
campfire line

This is a range of sturdy pots and pans made of solid stainless steel which is more 
wear resistant and is extremely high resistance to rust. Basically, these pots and pans 
are a little heavier, but much more robust so they can be used in open fire cooking.

Article number:  
P-738005 Campfire Pot 5L/169oz, P-738004 Campfire pot 3L/101oz, 
P-738000 Campfire Frying Pan 25cm, P-738003 Campfire Frying Pan 21cm,
P-738001 CampfireCookset - Large, P-738002 Campfire Cookset - Small 
 

PRIMETECH & LITECH LINES

Our PrimeTech pots and LiTech™ kettle are constructed of hard-anodized aluminum which 
produces efficient heat distribution and makes the pots light and corrosion free. This range of 
cookware also has a non-stick ceramic coating to make cooking and cleaning much easier.

Article number:  
P-740390 PrimeTech Pot Set 2.3L/77.7oz, P-740380 PrimeTech Pot Set 1.3L/43.9oz 
P-733810 LiTech™ Coffee/Tea Kettle 1.5 L/50.7oz P-731701 LiTech™ Coffee/Tea Kettle 0.9 L/30.4oz  
P-741420 Trek Pot Set 0.6+1.0L/20.3oz+3.8oz, P-741410 Trek Pot 1.0 L/33.8oz, P-741400 Trek Pot 0.6 L/20.3oz 
 

essential line - ANODIzED ALUMINIUM

Simple, lightweight and affordable, the essential line is a range of pots 
made of naturally anodized aluminum and are best suited for boiling 
water and simmering food at low temperatures. 

Article number:  
P-740300 Essential Pot Set 2.3L/77.7oz, P-740290 Essential Pot Set 1.3L/43.9oz,    
P-741450 Essential Trek Pot Set 0.6+1.0L/20.3oz+33.8oz, P-741440 Essential Trek Pot 1.0L/33.8oz, 
P-741430 Essential Trek Pot 0.6L/20.3oz

NEW

NEW
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PREPARATION: CAMPFIRE ACCESSORIES PREPARATION: CAMPING NECESSITIES

salt & pepper mill

CampFire Prep set 
Article number:  
P-738007 Campfire Prep Set

CampFire cutting set 
Article number:  
P-738006 CampFire Cutting Set 

openfire  
spatula
Article number: 
P-738052 Openfire Spatula

skewers

Article number:  
P-741200 Skewers

CampFire serving
Article number:  
P-740820 Campfire Serving Kit, P-740810 Campfire Bowl, P-738011 Campfire Plate 

These convenient accessories set make prepping and cooking food in the 
outdoors a breeze. Made from durable materials such as stainless steel 
and oak, these bowls, kits and utensils withstand the elements.

Getting into the backcountry is hard enough to plan for so we have built 
a collection of necessities to make your time off the beaten path a little 
more enjoyable.

Article number:  
P-740630 Salt and PePPer Mill 

Trailspork  
tritan
Article number:  
P-740480 Trailspork Tritan Black, 
P-740490 Trailspork Tritan Barn Red, 
P-740500 Trailspork Tritan Blue, 
P-740510 Trailspork Tritan Moss, 
P-740515 Trailspork Tritan Tangerine

campfire  
chopsticks
Article number:  
P-740970 Campfire Chopsticks

long spoon

Article number:  
P-740560 Long Spoon

campfire  
pint 

4 season  
mug
Article number:  
P-732260 0.3L/10oz,
P-732250 0.2L/7oz 

Article number:  
P-738015 Black 0.4L/13.5oz, 
P-738014 Stainless steel 0.4L/13.5oz 

trailbreak  
lunch jug 
Article number 0.55L/18.6oz:
P-737944 Black, P-737948 Barn Red,  
P-737950 Blue
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DRINK: BOTTLES

TrailbREAK EX 
Vaccum BOTTLE

TrailbREAK Vaccum BOTTLE

Trailbottle  
stainless steel
Article number 1.0L/33.8oz:  
P-740170 Black, P-740180 Barn Red, P-740190 Blue, 
P-740195 Moss 
Article number 0.6L/20.3oz: 
P-740140 Black, P-740150 Barn Red, P-740160 Blue, 
P-740165 Moss 

Article number 1.0L/34oz: 
P-737952 Coal, P-737954 Tangerine, P-737958 Moss 
Article number 0.75L/25oz: 
P-737951 Coal, P-737953 Tangerine, P-737957 Moss

Stay hydrated and enjoy those toasty morning drinks for hours with a 
variety of stainless steel bottles that are BPA-free and don’t impart or 
retain flavors. 

Trailbottle vacuum  
stainless steel
Article number 0.5L/16.9oz:  
P-740200 Black, P-740210 Barn Red, P-740220 Blue, 
P-740225 Moss 
Article number 0.8L/27.1oz:  
P-740230 Black, P-740240 Barn Red, P-740250 Blue, 
P-740255 Moss

Article number 1.0L/33.8oz: 
P-737863  Black, P-737866 Stainless steel
Article number 0.75L/25.4oz:
P-737862 Black, P-737865 Stainless steel 
Article number 0.5L/16.9oz: 
P-737861 Black, P-737864 Stainless steel

BPA FREE!
(No bisphenol-A)

CAMPFIRE: ACCESSORIES
Making the most of every single moment spent outside doesn’t mean you need 
to be uncomfortable. That is why we have a range of campground furniture and 
coolers that make the campground an extension of your kitchen.

An aluminum frame and reinforced polycotton 
fabric top makes this table a sturdy surface for 
food preparation. Folds down into a compact 
storage bag. 

campfire table
Article number:  
P-741080 Campfire Table

A foldable stool made of aluminum and an 
insulated seat in polycotton fabric–simplicity 
and comfort combined. 

campfire stool
Article number:  
P-741070 Campfire Stool

Lightweight 
aluminum frame.

Foldable construction.

Polycotton fabric top 
is machine washable.

vacuum Bottle
Article number 1.0L/33.8oz:  
P-741060 Black
Article number 0.75L/25.4oz:  
P-741050 Leaf Green, P-741051 Pale Blue, P-741052 Salmon Pink, 
P-741053 Melon Pink, P-741054 Concrete Gray, P-741055 Deep Blue, 
P-741056 Black 
Article number 0.5L/16.9oz:
P-741040 Leaf Green, P-741041 Pale Blue, P-741042 Salmon Pink, 
P-741043 Melon Pink, P-741044 Concrete Gray, P-741045 Deep Blue, 
P-741046 Black  
Article number 0.35L/11.8oz:
P-741050 Leaf Green, P-741031 Pale Blue, P-741032 Salmon Pink, 
P-741033 Melon Pink, P-741034 Concrete Gray, P-741035 Deep Blue, 
P-741036 Black

cooler  
backpack
Article number: 
P-740750 22L/74.4oz

An insulated backpack that 
holds all of your favorite 
gourmet camping foods, or 
space for four 6-packs of 
longnecks. 

cooler

Article number: 
P-740740 10L/6.8oz

The perfect companion when 
you want to keep something 
chilled but also want to be 
able to stow it in your back-
pack, car, boat or kayak.

campfire  
utility sack
Article number: 
P-738010 8L/270.4 oz

Make camp life a little easier 
with the Campfire Utility 
Sack. Pack in food, haul water 
or use as a trash on the way 
out. 



The world around us is extraordinary. It can 
provide great joys, spectacular views, and  
unexpected moments. But whether it is a  
day trip or a yearlong expedition, you want  
to pack light, cook easy, stay dry, sleep well,  
and be able to enjoy it all.

We understand that adventurers face many  
demands and new environments, hence  
reasons for innovations are born.

So we experiment and adapt. We move from 
drawing board and workshop, to the outdoors 
and back again. Iterations of practical tests and 
trials help us create products with a purpose. 

It’s no coincidence why a particular stove has 
a built-in windshield, fits in your pocket, or 
weighs less than 100 gram.

It’s crafted for a reason.

CRAFTED FOR A REASON

FIRESTICK
IN STORES 2020
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PRIMUS FOR  
A REASONWe believe we’re just like everybody else. It’s because we 

think we share something all humans have in common. It’s 
one of the most human qualities of all–we like a challenge.

For as long as humans have lived on this planet, we’ve  
sought to overcome the demands of our surroundings.  
It’s that inherent drive that has let us climb the highest  
peaks and sail across the widest oceans. 

Maybe it was the famous mountaineer George Mallory  
who described it best, when he was asked why he would  
attempt to climb Mount Everest. He simply replied,  
“Because it’s there”. 

That’s how we view the world around us. It’s full of  
opportunities, and obstacles, and dreams, and all of them  
waiting for someone to enjoy them to the fullest. So join  
us in exploring and discovering.

Let’s take on the challenges together.

PRIMUS FOR  
A REASON

CONTACT DETAILS
Becky Day - Marketing

mail: marketing@primus.us

Stephen Serna - Sales

mail: sales@bruntongroup.com


